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Carrier Tactical Aviation provides world wide presence and first response capability for MCO and GWOT scenarios
Air to Ground Weapons - Pacing the Threat

**Air to Ground Weapons Roadmap**

**Rockets/MGA**
- 2.75” Rockets
- 5” Rockets
- 20mm/25mm/50Cal

**Direct Attack**
- GP Bomb
- LGB/JDAM
- DMLGB
  - Hellfire (RW)
  - Maverick
  - GBU 24/J109

**Guided Rockets/MGA**
- APKWS
- LOGIR*

**Stand-off Land Attack**
- JSOW A/C
- SLAM-ER

**Stand-off ASuW**
- Harpoon 1-C
- SLAM-ER

**Direct Attack**
- DAMTC
- JAGM (RW)
- DMLGB

**Guided Rockets/MGA**
- GBU 24/J109
- GP Bomb
- LGB/JDAM

**Stand-off Land Attack**
- JSOW C-1
- JAGM (FW)
- SDB II

**Stand-off ASuW**
- Harpoon III
- JSOW C-1

* Not Funded
** Not DoN POR

**All Wx, Counter EA, Stand-off, Moving Target Capable**

**Air to Ground Weapons - Pacing the Threat**
LIFE...LIBERTY...AND THE PURSUIT OF ALL WHO THREATEN IT.